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ROBOTICS

How to improve robotic touch
Challenges for instrumenting robotic hands to match
human performance are outlined
By Subramanian Sundaram1,2

H

uman hands are densely covered with
touch receptors called mechanoreceptors that provide us the sense of
touch. This continuous tactile feedback from objects we touch, and information on hand articulation and
movement—called proprioception—enable
us to effortlessly handle diverse objects with
fine dexterity. Bell’s prescient treatise on the
hand, written in 1833, refers to the human
hand as the “consummation of all perfection
as an instrument” (1). This sentiment echoes
stronger today, in part fueled by the steep
challenge of effectively instrumenting a robotic hand to provide similar feedback with
the goal of attaining human-level dexterity.
Recent insights into the primate tactile system and advances in machine learning (ML)
may offer new prospects for tackling this old
robotics challenge.
Roboticists have looked at all aspects of
human tactile physiology (ranging from
mechanoreceptors to neural coding schemes
to grasping strategies) for inspiration on designing robotic touch systems. Most of the
attention has focused on creating electronic
sensors that mimic mechanoreceptors (see
the figure) (2). Four types of mechanoreceptors—each responding to different types of
tactile stimuli—innervate the skin: the fast
adapting receptors FA I and FA II, and slowly
adapting receptors SA I and SA II (3). The
spatial coverage of these distinct mechanoreceptor types in the human hand have been
systematically mapped since 1970, bringing
attention to their collective functional roles.
However, the subcellular molecular transducers of force have been harder to identify. The
mechanically activated ion channels PIEZO1
and PIEZO2 were found to be force transducers in mammalian cells (4), and evidence of
PIEZO2’s role in human tactile and proprioceptive function is enabling an understanding of the initial signals involved in human
touch (5). PIEZO2 is known to be involved in
many low-threshold mechanoreceptors.
Currently, there are many unknowns in
our understanding of the exact links between
these initial transducers of force (ion chan1
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nels) and mechanoreceptors. Many families
of mechanosensitive ion channels other than
PIEZOs are believed to contribute to touch
because PIEZOs alone do not account for
all human mechanosensation (6), but what
these other families are, and how signals
from these transducers are processed together, are not known. Even if these transducing channels were identified, it is not
clear what role they play in enabling the distinct mechanoreceptor types that respond to
specific stimuli. Mechanoreceptor responses
may encode signals from many diverse force
transducers, and a better understanding of
the mammalian system may guide artificial
sensor design.
First-order tactile neurons that collect signals from mechanoreceptors have a branched
architecture, thereby integrating signals from
multiple mechanoreceptors in distant points
of the skin known as the receptive field (3).
This complex spatial arrangement allows
each first-order neuron to record object features during contact—like edges—as opposed
to detecting forces at single points (7). As
a result, the signal carried by a first-order
neuron captures many properties as seen
through multiple transducers and from many
different locations. Furthermore, this signal
may depend on material properties such as
hardness and surface texture. Prior to sensing by mechanoreceptors, object contact is
mediated by the skin, which modulates its
own mechanical properties through skin hydration. Moisture secreted from sweat glands
hydrates keratin in the skin and softens it.
This process changes the contact dynamics
between the fingertip and an object; junctional contact area increases more slowly
when touching a hard, smooth glass surface
as compared to a soft rubber (8).
Replicating all of the subtle features of
mechanoreceptors and the skin in contemporary robots has remained daunting. However,
substantial progress is being made in the
creation of soft, stretchable electronic skins
that can sense loads normal to the surface
or shear forces against the surface; in both
cases, static or dynamic forces can be sensed
(2, 9). Creative new fabrication strategies
that use soft materials and high-performance
organic electronics have also enabled neuromorphic sensors that produce action potential–like voltage spikes in response to forces
(10). Neuromorphic tactile systems designed
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cess quantities of sulfide (13). Such stepchanges in reaction conditions pose a
problem for a realistic early Earth scenario.
However, by exploiting the fact that thiols
reversibly add to a-amidonitriles, Foden
et al. proposed a strategy for catalytic and
redox-neutral oligopeptide synthesis proceeding via a thioimidate intermediate in
neutral water (see the figure). The authors
subjected acetylated glycinyl nitrile and
free glycine to acetylated cysteine (a hypothetical phosphopantetheine precursor) at
60oC in neutral water. Within 24 hours, an
acetylated Gly-Gly peptidyl amidine had
formed, at a 60% yield, without the need
for synthetic activating agents. This reactivity occurred with a variety of thiols and
amino acids. Only amino-terminal serine,
threonine, and cysteine could be coupled
to a-amidonitriles stereoselectively, which
might have implications for the origins of
biological homochirality.
Foden et al. highlight the potential of
small-molecule organocatalysis and the
pivotal role that thiols might have played
in the emergence of biochemistry. Could
nature have made peptides this way before
the advent of enzymes or the ribosome?
This exciting question reveals how much
we do not know about the rationale behind
the shaping of life’s biochemical pathways
and the chemical structures used as cofactors and metabolites (6). If life did once
use nitrile-based chemistry, it is unclear
why it would have shifted to a biochemistry where nitriles are rare. Also, why does
life—seemingly so wastefully—use the phosphopantetheine moiety in nonribosomal
peptide synthesis, when it might have used
a much simpler thiol, such as cysteine?
Experimental insights into these questions
will illuminate the currently opaque middle
ground between reactions that attempt to
recreate life’s earliest chemistry and the biochemistry we study today. j

for robots today are still nascent when compared with architectures in humans. In humans, the spatial distribution of receptors
is typically 240 units/cm2 at fingertips, with
over 17,000 receptors covering the hand (3).
Contemporary robots lag by two to three
orders of magnitude, and the number of
levels of distributed processing need much
improvement. However, this approach is
promising because spike-based processing
can efficiently encode temporal relationships,
motion, and other object properties with
high fidelity and energy efficiency.
Passive touch is not the only way in which
we acquire tactile information. To identify
a grasped object, and simultaneously estimate its material characteristics, texture,
and weight—all without the aid of vision—
humans often use active haptic sensing, the

use of exploratory and informative actions, to
refine the sensory information acquired (11).
Thus, we can determine texture by sliding
our fingers, and reliably distinguish fabrics
like velvet from wool.
Although robotic manipulation of objects
with similar sensorimotor control is limited
by tactile hardware in robot hands, there has
been exciting progress in using visual data.
The ubiquity of cameras and the ability to acquire large datasets—which are critical for effectively utilizing deep convolutional neural
networks (CNNs) and reinforcement learning
algorithms—are contributing to the success
of visuomotor policies in manipulation tasks
(12, 13). Ultimately, relying too heavily on vision alone has its problems. This approach
works well in fixed settings without any visual occlusions, such as robotic pick and

Human hands are covered with sensors (mechanoreceptors) that provide continuous touch-sensation
feedback that allow us to identify and control objects. For example, we can exert the right amount
of force to hold sharp and pointy fruits such as a horned melon (kiwano) with great poise and dexterity.
Robotic hands do not have these capabilities but continue to improve.
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Advances in machine-learning
algorithms are helping robots add visual
information to augment tactile sensing.
Tactile hardware breakthroughs are
needed to bridge the gap between the
human and robot capabilities.
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Human versus robotic touch

place. Achieving manual dexterity in robot
manipulation with vision alone may prove
to be difficult in highly unstructured and
dynamic settings without continuous line-ofsight access, such as searching through piles
of rubble in disaster response.
The success of robot vision–based object
manipulation has many strong implications
for robotic touch. It confirms that the emerging ML tools are effective at distilling information from high-dimensional images into
actionable control policies. Many classes of
algorithms such as CNNs can be readily used
with tactile data (14), and vision-based ML
strategies can be used for grasp planning.
A roadmap for hardware advances in tactile sensors may focus on at least three broad
themes. There should be renewed emphasis
on the reliability of tactile sensors over a
robot’s lifetime (several years), and on producing large amounts of high-quality data.
Multimodal transducers that record light
touch, deformation, vibrations, and temperatures using array architectures with increased
distributed processing and reduced wiring
are needed. Robot hands specifically suitable
for sensorimotor control will benefit from a
codesign of actuators and sensors with a high
density of coverage (>100 sensors/cm2 over
large areas). In addition, robust proprioception will be needed in such applications for
reliably localizing object contact.
Neuromorphic tactile hardware (and
software) advances will strongly influence
the future of bionic prostheses—a compelling application of robotic hands. Adhering
to encoding techniques that closely mirror
natural tactile coding schemes has been critical in providing users with realistic sensory
feedback through peripheral nerve interfaces
(15). In that regard, increasing the density of
these connections will be crucial. j
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